Abstract: This paper is based on the controversies which the existing empirical researches about the impact of the basic factors affecting energy efficiency have in index selection and direction, using the method of meta-regression to analyze the related domestic empirical studies comprehensively. We conduct a study on the differences of research design, data characteristics, time span and the index selection, to check whether these differences cause the controversies in index selection and direction. The result shows that the research design, empirical methods, and the characteristics of the selection of indicators have significant impact on the result of empirical researches.
INTRODUCTION
The contradiction between higher energy consumption and lower energy efficiency makes energy shortage more and more serious. In 2010, the World Bank in its "Report of the development level of human society" considered the energy efficiency as one of the key indicators to measure the progress of human society and economic development. As the developing countries faces the challenge of economic growth resulted by energy shortages and energy crises, the 18th of the National People's Congress pointed out to control energy consumption, and used "Energy Revolution" to reveal the importance and seriousness of the energy efficiency. Thus make efficient use of energy become a hot topic for scholars competing to study, then confirm the influence factor on energy efficiency and find out the interaction mechanism of these factors become the starting point to solve the lower energy efficiency. The researches in this field are rather rich.
Shi Dan (2002) pointed that opening up, industrial structure and economic system are the important factors affecting energy efficiency [1] . Paul Crompton (2005) and Fisher-Vanden (2004) analyzed the influence factors of energy efficiency of China, and they regarded the technological progress, industrial restructuring and energy prices are the driving force to improve energy efficiency [2] . In addition, Fisher considered energy consumption structure as an important factor to energy efficiency, and an important factor lead to China's energy efficiency and energy intensity reduce is the continuous reduce of coal consumption in the proportion in the industrial sector [3] . Pan Guogang and Jia Jiangtao (2012) sorted out that structure, technology, marketing and human factors are the four factors affecting energy efficiency [4] . Yu Jianxun (2011) used stepwise regression method to test the influences on energy efficiency driven by these three factors: economic growth, science and technology investment, and the degree of economic openness [5] . Tan Zhongfu and Zhang Jinliang (2010) selected the economic structure, technological progress, energy consumption structure and energy prices to establish statespace model of energy efficiency [6] . Xia Ling (2012) and Han Lu (2011) both chose tobit model to test the influence factors of energy efficiency, but the indicators they selected were different [7, 8] . Yang Mian and Yang Fuxia used generalized impulse response function to conduct the empirical study [9] . However, most empirical researches are flawed, due to the emphasis on a different angle, or simply because of the conclusions are not significant to eliminate a few factors, which lead to the deficiency of a comprehensive, standardized and systematic measure of system. Qu Xiaoe (2009) got the conclusion that technical progress made a positive effect on improving energy efficiency [10] . By contrast, Li Jiyang (2011) thought the effect of technical progress is not significant [11] . Chen Xiaoyi (2012) proved that when the value of energy efficiency was low, technological progress would promote energy efficiency, but if energy efficiency is high, technological progress existed a "Rebound Effect" [12] . While Li Guozhang (2009) and Li Jiyang (2011) believed that the openness had a positive effect significantly [13] . On the contrary, Sun Jingshui (2011) and Hu Zongyi (2011) tested that the openness had a negative effect [14, 15] . Base on these conclusions, Wei Chu and Shen Manhong insisted the opinion that the openness had a dual effect on energy efficiency; on one aspect to improve the energy efficiency of the region by the introduction of advanced technology, equipment and management experience, on the other hand, foreign direct investment, multinational technical levels exacerbated the differences between the various regional companies, thereby reducing the entire region relative average frontier [16] . In fact, the disagreement and confusion related to the selection of influence factors, different empirical studies had differences on the sample data, modeling design and estimation methods, which would lead to different empirical results.
In view of the shortcomings and defects on previous analysis of energy efficiency factors, this paper attempts to apply the method of meta-regression to make reanalysis on factors affecting energy efficiency. To break simple qualitative description, collecting previous literature by certain rules on energy efficiency factors, using quantitative methods to explain its influencing factors comprehensively and systematically, find out the fundamental reasons of empirical study significant degree or even a sign above the ambiguity, in order to introduce meta-regression to energy efficiency aspects.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Materials
Compared with the traditional methods, the metaregression (meta-regression analysis, MRA) is a quantitative and systematic research method, which can integrate a number of empirical research findings with common purposes, to achieve stage summarizes in certain areas. It is not limited to traditional qualitative description and summary of literature review, preventing the subjective preferences of the authors to a large extent. More importantly, it is able to explore the use of information contained in previous literature and verify the deep-seated reasons of differences in the conclusions of previous studies, namely to find the effect of adjusting the variable adjustment and testing of the manipulated variables. [17, 18] . If the result of an explanatory variable in meta regression is significant, it means that the characteristics represented by this variable affect the previous literature significantly on the conclusion of "X for Y influence". Meta regression can be described as:
In Equation (1), the explained variable Yj is the t statistic of parameter estimates in general, the value of t statistic derived from empirical paper with N conclusions, and N is the sample size of Meta regression. Zjk (k = 1, 2 ...... K) in the meta regression is the proxy variable with the number of K, reflecting all of the differences in selection of sample data, model design, and estimation methods.
Methodology
The Selection of Sample
This paper uses Chinese Journal Full-text database, searching "topic", "abstract", "keyword" with the key words "energy efficiency" and "impact factor", collected all the literature on factors affecting energy efficiency in China. We get 36 papers which meet the requirements, after a preliminary filtering and organization. From these 36 empirical papers, we extracted the information including: author, published publications, published time, data relating to the life of the sample used, the type of sample data (crosssectional data, time series data or panel data), the level of the sample data (the national level data, inter-provincial data, industry data or micro-data on enterprise level). Because of all of the papers are published to the public, and working papers are not included in the sample, this paper will not discuss the publication bias. This discrimination usually refers to some specific type or the specific conclusion of the papers is often easier to be published, or a higher-level magazine tends to get some specific conclusions published papers.
This paper finally selected 79 copies of conclusions from the 36 empirical papers, and the way of selection we chose was learned from Wang Wanjun [19] . If a paper appears multiple models and empirical descriptions, this paper will select the best estimate of the results as the authors believed. If the authors do not point out the most preferred empirical conclusions, yet the results of the values and symbols between different method estimates are not significantly of difference, the paper will select the one with the highest goodness of fit. When different explained variables, important explanatory variables and estimation methods are replaced in the paper, or using a different sub-sample data, or contain a different measure for a variable, while not taking a certain test method to point out the best estimation results, all of the same paper's conclusions will be selected at the same time.
In the 79 results of experience, the distribution and status of t statistics values of the number of the main factors studied in this paper are shown in Table 1 . We can get the conclusion: in addition to the structure of foreign trade, the empirical results of other factors have considerable differences. Worth noting that, we find the problem of symbol is due to some scholars using the proportion of secondary industry as a measure of industrial structure, as described before, so the impact on energy efficiency will be negative. However, some scholars have taken the proportion of tertiary industry as the measure, thus the conclusions will be exactly the opposite, while the impact on energy efficiency is positive. Therefore, differences on symbols do not exist essentially, so we analysewhy the results are not significant instead of the different of symbols.
Variables
The description of explanatory variables included in Meta regression is given in Table 2 . The explained variable is t statistic values of i-th parameter estimators for energy efficiency. When estimating the parameters of energy efficiency in empirical research, the corresponding parameter estimates standard deviation or t statistic values will be given. Thus, if the results of empirical studies do not report the value of t statistic, we can calculate t values based on parameter estimates and the corresponding standard deviation. This means that if we cannot get the value of t statistic, the corresponding papers will not be elected to Meta regression.
Explanatory variables describe the characteristics of sample data, model design, and estimation methods in the empirical research. "Ystyle" describes the explained variables how to define a dummy variable. When energy efficiency is calculated by TFP with DEA method, "Ystyle" equals to 1, and when energy efficiency is chosen to represent the energy consumption per unit of GDP, Y equals to 0. Then, "tobit", "stepwise", "dynamic" and "fe" are the dummy variables which explain the regression in this empirical study. Since the efficiency values got from DEA method for each region are truncated data, and using OLS to estimate the parameters may be biased, some scholars choose Tobit model to solve this problem. At the same time, "stepwise" describes the process of variables selection, if the estimation before setting up the formal modeling using stepwise regression to select variables, the value is 1, otherwise it is 0. Due to the impact of various factors on energy efficiency may exist lag effect, so "dynamic" is included in the study to distinguish whether it is in consideration. "fe" is used to distinguish whether Hausman test is done when setting the model, in order to determine which is more suitable between the Fixed Effect and Random Effect.
As explanatory variables in the meta regression, the dummy variables "insform" and "tecform" are used to distinguish the selection of influence factors in different literatures. When measure industrial structure optimization, if only consider the secondary and tertiary industry accounted for the proportion of GDP, then it only describes the expression of the industrial structure; and if using the proportion of secondary and tertiary industries in the incremental of total output, the effect of industrial structure adjustment will be considered as a whole. "tecform" means that if we adopt the relative variables, such as labor productivity, the proportion of foreign investment accounting for total investment, total factor productivity and the proportion of number of R&D investment accounted for total sales when selecting the indicators of technological progress, then "tecform" equals to 1; if we select the absolute variables such as the number of granted patents, R&D investment, etc., then "tecform" equals to 0. dynamic If using dynamic model, that is to say the independent variables contains lagged terms, the value is 1; otherwise, it is 0.
fe If fixed effects model is used, the value is 1; otherwise, it is 0.
insform If it is a measure of growth rate of the industrial structure, the value is 1; if it is only the proportion, the value is 0. tecform If it is a relative amount of technical progress, the value is 1; if it is an absolute amount, the value is 0. epform If it is a comprehensive measure of the price index of Energy prices, the value is 1; otherwise, it is 0.
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As explanatory variables, "Year", "Panel" and "Varnum" in meta regression analysis are used to describe the characteristics of the sample data. "year" is the indicator of time span selected in the sample data. "Panel" is a dummy variable, and if it is a panel data, the value is 1; if it is time data or sectional data, the value is 0. "Varnum" is the number of variables selected in this research.
RESULTS
In order to make the meta-regression analysis more comprehensive, we used "metareg" analysis proposed by the Higgins and Thompson (2008) [20] , conducting meta regression for each of the six factors. The advantage of this method is that it can be used in small number of experiments, and can adjust multiple tests when there are multiple covariates with permute option. Using Stata12 to finish the process, the results are shown in Table 3 .
From the results of meta regression, we can draw conclusion that the characteristics of research design and the selection of empirical method do have significant impact on the empirical results.
Firstly, the corresponding estimation results of "ystyle" are positive numbers in addition to the economic level and energy consumption structure, and all of them have passed the significance testing. This means that when analyzing the influence factors of energy efficiency, using the TPF method to calculate the energy efficiency, compared with the single element, has a more significant positive impact. When the coefficient is negative, it indicates that choosing TFP method energy consumption structure will get lower effect value, because of the influence of the energy consumption structure on energy efficiency itself is negative. This is analyzed in the theoretical part, so that we can get this conclusion: the method of TFP is easier to get significant results from variables.
Secondly, the corresponding estimation results of "panle" and "dataform" are negative numbers in addition to some individual factors, and most of them have passed the significance testing, which means that using the panel data has a more significant result compared with time data and cross-sectional data; using provincial level data is often estimated a higher positive effect than industry level and firm-level data, Often, the results of the coefficient to energy prices is negative and significant test passed, which indicates that using provincial-level data of energy price has a weaker impact on energy efficiency than using the industry level and firm-level data.
Thirdly, corresponding coefficients of "dynamic" are positive, indicating that if we consider the lag factor, compared with the non-dynamic model, the effect of factors tends to be higher. Fourthly, coefficients of "stepwise" and "fe" are negative, and half have passed the significant test, which shows when using a stepwise regression model based on variable selection or select fixed effects, compared with the literature did not use this method, factors affecting the effects is lower. Fifth, corresponding coefficient symbols of "year" are not regular, and in addition to the positive impact of technological progress is significant, the other factors also passed significant testing, which means if the results are remarkable has no obvious relationship with time span of the samples; technological progress is likely to need a period of time technology to impact an effect on energy efficiency, so a larger time span of sample would have a more significant result to some extent. Sixth, Tobit factor analysis shows that the economic level and opening using tobit model will get a higher level of impact effects, and the industrial structure, the structure of energy consumption and the impact of energy prices will lead to lower results. Seventh, all of "varnum" don't pass the significance test, indicating the number of factors have no impact the results obviously.
In addition, the different form of variables will also exert significant effect on the results. The coefficients of "Insform" are positive and have passed significant test, which means using the proportion of the second and tertiary industrial added value accounted for total output increment value, that is to say, the use of growth rate will be more significant in results compared with using absolute variables. 
CONCLUSION
A number of scholars have undertaken a lot of research on the impact of energy efficiency factors, but there is still disagreement on the selection of the influence factors and impact direction of these affecting factors of energy efficiency.. It also failed to form a comprehensive and systematic index system. In fact, the differences in empirical research can be attributed to the differences in sample selection, model design and estimation methods of the study to a certain extent. Meta Regression analysis is a quantitative method of literature study, which can be used to analyze the correlation between the empirical study of an important parameter and design features itself of the study. This paper brekes through the traditional method of literature review, using meta regression analysis, with the empirical results of 79 of the 33 papers filtered for quantitative, systematic and accurate grooming, and analyses specific factors one by one. Explained variable of meta regression is the value of t statistic of energy efficiency effect, thus the symbol of t statistic and whether passed significant testing in a certain confidence level directly response to the impact of the effect of the conclusions of empirical research. Explanatory variables of meta regression describe the feature of sample data selection, model design, estimation methods and other aspects of the empirical research, eventually we get the following conclusions:
First, selecting the sample data will affect the empirical research conclusions on energy efficiency factors. With respect to the cross-sectional data or time-series data, select the panel data empirical studies tends to obtain a higher effect; spillovers effect is stronger when selecting the provincial level than the industry derived data. Secondly, different estimation methods also affect the conclusions of empirical research; the impact effect of tobit is more significant than other estimation methods (such as OLS and GLS). If conduct a selection of variables by stepwise regression method in empirical research, it tends to obtain a lower influence effect than those without filtering; Whether the model consider the lag factor will also have significant impact on results. Finally, explained and explanatory variables defined in the empirical study will also have some impact on the estimation results. For example, the explained variable of estimated model using Total Factor variable selection method for calculating energy efficiency will have a more significant impact on the results compared with the single factor method. If using the proportion of the second and tertiary industrial added value accounted for total output increment value, that is to say the use of growth rate will be more significant in results compared with using absolute variables.
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